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Abstract: In this study, we conducted preliminary survey, diagnostic test and in-depth interview in order to study
Korean pre-service chemistry teachers' understanding on entropy and investigate how Korean pre-service chemistry
teachers deal with the natural phenomenon which is related to entropy conceptions. Firstly, as a result of the
preliminary survey, it was found that pre-service chemistry teachers strongly recognized entropy as the degree of
disorder. Secondly, the diagnostic test showed pre-service chemistry teachers were mostly confused about whether
the entropy of the universe increases during a spontaneous change, and they had a tendency to interpret the natural
phenomenon related to entropy change as the change of disorder. Finally, during in-depth interview, after we
explained entropy change in all diagnostic test questions with the concept of microstate, pre-service chemistry
teachers revealed a better understanding about entropy. Through this research, pre-service chemistry teachers had an
opportunity to reflect on their deficiencies of entropy conceptions, which will ultimately help students to approach the
concept of entropy more correctly.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

Chemical thermodynamics is often considered
abstract and conceptually demanding, though in
reality it provides profound insights to the
workings of the universe (Holman & Pilling,
2004). The entropy, S, is one of the most
important conceptions in the thermodynamics of
chemical systems (Laird, 1999). The definition of
entropy is the index of that dispersal within a
system and between the system and its
surroundings (Sȯ̇zbilir & Bennett, 2007). In
chemistry, gas expansion into a vacuum, mixing
of ideal gases or liquids, diffusion, colligative
effects, and osmosis, each fundamentally
involves an increase in entropy due to increased
dispersion of energy in more dense microstates
(Lambert, 2002).
Unfortunately, entropy is a chemical concept

that is very difficult to explain by a one-
sentence definition. Of all the conceptions
explored in general chemistry courses, entropy is
arguably one of the most challenging. Sands
(2008) has stated that entropy is rather
anthropomorphic because there is no easy

answer as to what exactly entropy is. Apart from
a casual etymological similarity between the
term coined by Clausius and the term defined by
Boltzmann, entropy shares little with energy
typically encountered in a chemistry class
because it used to be mixed up with metaphoric
words such as disorder and randomness (Laird,
1999; Lambert & Leff, 2009; Styer, 2000; Styer,
2008). 
A couple of studies have shown that pre-service

teachers who understand entropy in terms of
disorder have several misconceptions about
entropy (Cochran & Heron, 2006; Sȯ̇zbilir &
Bennett, 2007). Meltzer (2006) has also reported
on pre-service teachers' poor understanding of
entropy even after they have received
instruction in physical chemistry. Furthermore,
the word “disorder”has been still found to define
entropy for high school pre-service teachers and
university freshmen (Ellis & Ellis, 2008).
Textbook writers and teachers commonly use the
term, disorder without defining it and the
meaning varies among users (Sȯ̇zbilir & Bennett,
2007). Recently, the definition, entropy change is
the index of energy dispersal, by Lambert (2002)
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has been adopted as an alternative to solve such
ambiguity of the concept of entropy in general
chemistry textbooks. For example, entropy was
defined as the measurement of energy spreading
or dispersing at a specific temperature
macroscopically and an increase in such
microstates microscopically (Oxtoby et al., 2008),
and as a unique distribution of particles among
energy levels at one instant (Gilbert et al., 2008).
In Korean science education, Ha et al. (2005)

investigated science teachers' conceptions of
freezing point depression phenomenon, one of
the colligative effects, which could be fully
explained only by the concept of entropy. Seo
and Chae (2009) investigated the definition and
explanation of entropy in twelve general
textbooks published in the USA including those
Korean universities selected and found that the
definition, entropy is the measure of disorder,
was denied and explanation using the concept of
microstate was largely introduced. However,
research which is related to investigating pre-
service chemistry teachers' conceptions on
entropy has not yet been conducted.        
Through this research, pre-service chemistry

teachers may become aware of the lack of
understanding of entropy conceptions and could
have an opportunity to check their misconceptions
on entropy. When these misconceptions on the
concept of entropy are discussed with pre-
service chemistry teachers in the context of the
teaching of the topics under consideration, this
may contribute to a simultaneous development
of more adequate subject matter knowledge and
pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) (Van Driel
et al., 2002). So, ultimately this research can
help chemistry instructors to deliver entropy and
various conceptions related on entropy more
precisely to their students. Thus, this study
specifically focuses on the following issues: (1) to
explore Korean pre-service chemistry teachers'
understanding of entropy and (2) to investigate
how Korean pre-service chemistry teachers deal
with the natural phenomenon which is related to
entropy conceptions through questionnaire

(Sȯ̇zbilir& Bennett, 2007) and in-depth interview.

Ⅱ. Design and Methodology

1. Sampling 

A total of 36 pre-service chemistry teachers
who majored chemistry education in a university
located in Seoul, Korea were sampled. Pre-
service chemistry teachers consisted of two
groups. One group consisted of 22 teachers who
completed general chemistry, and, then were
taking physical chemistry. The other group
consisted of 14 teachers who completed general
chemistry and physical chemistry, and, then
were taking inorganic chemistry. 

2. Questionnaire

Preliminary questionnaire 
A preliminary questionnaire consisting of 3

questions was developed and conducted for 36
pre-service chemistry teachers.
(1) Through 5 sentences which state the

characteristic of entropy, do pre-service
chemistry teachers understand the
characteristics of entropy? 

(2) Among 3 sentences which define entropy
correctly but differently, which definition
do pre-service chemistry teachers think
most appropriate? 

(3) After giving 4 different definitions of
microstate, can pre-service chemistry
teachers draw the concept of microstate? 

Diagnostic questionnaire
Sȯ̇zbilir & Bennett (2007) developed a diagnostic

questionnaire consisting of open-ended questions
on key chemical ideas in thermodynamics,
including entropy. In this research, we used 3
questions which were designed to test the
following ideas. 
(1) Any process that increases the number of

particles in the system increases the
number of microstates and therefore
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increases the entropy of the system. 
(2) Entropy is the measure of the number of

ways that energy can be shared among
particles. Entropy increases if the number
of ways of distributing the available energy
among the particles is increased. 

(3) During a spontaneous change, the entropy
of the universe increases. 

3. Interview

We also conducted in-depth interview just
after the survey. By the results of preliminary
survey and diagnostic test, we divided 36 pre-
service chemistry teachers into 3 groups in the
order of understanding entropy, and selected 3
interviewees from each group. ‘Teacher A’could
explain entropy change with the concept of
microstate, ‘Teacher B’tried to explain given
phenomenon with the degree of disorder, and
‘Teacher C’revealed the lack of understanding
on entropy in diagnostic questionnaire. Under
the permission of the interviewees, each
interview was recorded and transcribed, and
interview was conducted in the following order. 
(1) We inquired open-end questions about

interviewees’choices of the survey. 
(2) We asked them to speak their thoughts

about the definition of entropy and
entropy change concretely so that we could
extract pre-service chemistry teachers’

ideas of entropy precisely. 
(3) We introduced and applied the definition of

entropy with microstate for solving the
problems within questionnaire, then asked
them how they felt about understanding
entropy with microstate. 

Ⅲ. Results

1. The preliminary questionnaire 

1) The characteristic of entropy
Research on chemistry undergraduates’

understandings of entropy revealed considerable
confusion among them (Sȯ̇zbilir & Bennett,
2007). Based on representative misconceptions of
entropy revealed through previous studies, we
developed question 1 for analyzing pre-service
chemistry teachers’understanding on the
characteristics of entropy. Each sentence in
question 1 contained the following 5
characteristics of entropy: (1) the relation
between entropy and disorder, (2) the increase of
total entropy on universe, (3) the relation
between entropy and kinetic energy, (4) the
relation between disorder and energy in system,
(5) the relation between entropy and molecular
weight. 
Table 1 shows the results of question 1. Even

though all pre-service chemistry teachers in this
study learned entropy with the general
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Table 1
Results from the preliminary questionnaire's question 1

Question Correct rate Number
(N=36)

1-(1) The entropy is the measure of disorder. ( O / X ) 2.8% 1
1-(2) The entropy of the universe does not change. ( O / X ) 75.0% 27
1-(3) If kinetic energy increased, entropy also increased. ( O / X ) 44.4% 16
1-(4) When the energy increased, disorder was greater. ( O / X ) 25.0% 9
1-(5) The lighter gas had greater entropy than heavier gas. ( O / X ) 72.2% 26

Characteristic of entropy in 1-(1) : the relation between entropy and disorder
Characteristic of entropy in 1-(2) : the increase of total entropy on universe
Characteristic of entropy in 1-(3) : the relation between entropy and kinetic energy
Characteristic of entropy in 1-(4) : the relation between entropy and energy in system
Characteristic of entropy in 1-(5) : the relation between entropy and molecular weight



chemistry textbook which explained entropy
with microstate concepts (Seo & Chae, 2009),
most of them (97.2%) strongly recognized
entropy as the degree of disorder. Especially
many pre-service chemistry teachers had
misconceptions about the relation between
entropy and kinetic energy (correct rate, 44%),
the relation between entropy and energy in
system (correct rate, 25%). For example, they
interpreted entropy as the kinetic energy, and
believed that disorder was greater when the
energy increased.

2) The definition of entropy
In the preliminary questionnaire’s question 2,

we asked pre-service chemistry teachers to put
the 3 different definitions of entropy in the order
in which they think entropy is well defined and
displayed their confidence level of the definition
of entropy by 5-level Likert scale.
Table 2 shows the results of question 2. As we

focused on their first priority about the
definition of entropy, we found that more than
half of the pre-service chemistry teachers
selected the definition that entropy is the degree
of disorder. This result showed that compared
with the definition that entropy is the dispersion
of energy or the number of microstates in
specific energy, the definition that entropy is the
degree of disorder was largely inscribed in the
pre-service chemistry teachers surveyed.
On the other hand, the average score from the

5-level Likert scale was 2.16, which showed that
pre-service chemistry teachers confidence level
of their answer to the definition of entropy was
very low. This result agreed with those of
previous researches which indicated that pre-
service chemistry teachers revealed considerable

confusion about the definition of entropy
(Cochran & Heron, 2006; Meltzer 2006; Sands,
2008; Sȯ̇zbilir & Bennett, 2007; Steyer, 2008).
This low confidence level was due to the pre-
service chemistry teachers’incompletely formed
conceptions of entropy. Though all pre-service
chemistry teachers already learned entropy as
the number of microstates in specific energy in
general chemistry textbook, the relation between
entropy and disorder was still strongly inscribed
in their memory.  

3) The concept of microstate
Only 11.1 % of pre-service chemistry teachers

correctly wrote down the correct name of
microstate or the explanation of microstate. Of
the 4 pre-service chemistry teachers who
answered the conceptions of microstate, pre-
service chemistry teacher who noted  was S=kΒlnW
included. The majority of pre-service chemistry
teachers either couldn’t answer the question
correctly or left it blank. Above this,
Degeneration, Entropy, Gibbs free energy and
Enthalpy which were the main conceptions of
thermodynamics were found as the examples of
wrong answers. In effect, the concept of
microstate which was the key to understanding
of entropy introduced in the general chemistry
was very weak to pre-service chemistry
teachers. 

2. The results of diagnostic questionnaire

Because all of three questions in diagnostic
questionnaire were essay type questions, each
answer was analyzed by three types. One was
the type of correct answers, another was
partially correct answers, and the other one was
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Table 2
Results from the preliminary questionnaire's question 2

The definition of entropy Total
a) Entropy is the dispersion of energy. 10
b) Entropy is the number of microstates in specific energy. 7
c) Entropy is the degree of disorder. 19



the type of wrong answers which contained
misconceptions of pre-service chemistry
teachers. A high level of scientific knowledge
was marked ‘S’, and a low level of scientific
knowledge was marked ‘P’. On the other hand,
wrong answer or misconception was symbolized
‘M’. As a concrete standards of classification,
answers which included all the conceptions that
researchers demanded were ‘Ss’, and following
the order of researchers’priority which focused
mainly on how pre-service chemistry teachers
defined and related the concept of entropy with
the question, we symbolized ‘Pg, Pd, Pt’. A blank
or non-response was marked ‘B’. Although we
did not measure the intercoder agreement, we
discussed and classified the responses which
were difficult to decide during the research
seminar including 2 other science education
experts.       

1) The diagnostic questionnaire question 1 :
Seawater
Table 3 shows the results from the diagnostic

questionnaire question 1. 26 pre-service
chemistry teachers (76%) selected correct answer
(a), but only 1 pre-service chemistry teacher
wrote down the reason with the idea that any

process that increases the number of particles in
the system increases the number of microstates
and therefore increases the entropy of the
system (Ss). 25 pre-service chemistry teachers
revealed partial understanding.  Especially, 4
pre-service chemistry teachers tried to explain
entropy with the term of ‘disorder’(Pd). Since
they used disorder in the sense of chaos and
randomness, they couldn’t get a chance to think
the given phenomenon more scientifically rather
than metaphoric explanation. Following is the
example from the interview.  

Researcher: You selected the answer (a).
Can you explain the reason why you
selected (a) in detail?
Teacher B: Because there are more various
ions, (a) seems to be more disordered. 

Some pre-service chemistry teachers related
the change of entropy with the colligative effects
(Pt). About this answer, we could assure that as
they had the advanced knowledge that sea water
freezes below the 0 degree Celsius because of the
freezing point depression, they could answer
that entropy increases. Following is the example
from the interview. 
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Table 3
Results from the diagnostic questionnaire question 1

Type Discription Response
(N=34)

Ss : Sound understanding Correct responses that explain entropy change with
introducing microstate 1

Pg : Partial understanding
introducing Gibbs free energy 

Especially, reponses that explain the answer with introducing
the Gibbs free energy,ΔG=ΔH-TΔS or ΔS=ΔHfreezing/Tfreezing

4

Pd : Partial understanding
using the term 'disorder' 

Especially, responses that explain the answer with the term
of 'disorder' 4

Pt : Partial understanding 
relating to the tested idea

Responses that show only one / more than one of major
aspects of the validated chemical ideas relating to the tested
idea

17

M : Wrong answer and
Misconceptions 

No understanding of the specific chemical ideas tested in the
question 7

B : No response Blank or No response 1
The key idea of question 1 : Any process that increases the number of particles in the system increases the
number of microstates and therefore increases the entropy of the system.  



Researcher: Can you explain your answer
more minutely? Why do you answer that sea
water had a bigger gap of entropy?  
Teacher C: As I considered it as a freezing
point depression under the colligative
effects, the sea water will freeze in lower
degree Celsius. So, the gap of entropy is
getting bigger.
Researcher: You answered that as the sea
water freezes in lower degree Celsius, the
gap should be bigger than before. Can you
explain this more in detail?
Teacher C: I have no clear reason. I just
vaguely think that way.

Also, even though the numerical formula was
correct, simply arranging the formula and the
comparison between the sizes of ΔS (Pg) couldn’t
fully indicate that pre-service chemistry teachers
understood the complete conceptions of entropy.

2) The diagnostic questionnaire question 2 :
Mixing of Gases
Table 4 shows the results from the diagnostic

questionnaire question 2. 24 pre-service
chemistry teachers revealed sound and partial
understanding about the given phenomenon, but

only 2 pre-service chemistry teachers explained
a situation with the idea that  entropy is the
measure of the number of ways that energy can
be shared among particles (Ss). 
In question 2, we could often find that pre-

service chemistry teachers were confused
between the number of microstates arranged
within the energy level and the number of
arrangements of molecules within the container.
This is because pre-service chemistry teachers
couldn’t understand the concept of microstate
correctly. On the other hand, pre-service
chemistry teachers answered that since molecules
were mixed, they were more disordered, or as
molecules within the larger space could move
more freely, entropy increased (Pd). Following is
the example from the interview.

Researcher: You wrote down that the degree
of disorder in system increased. Does this
answer refer to the entropy? Can you
explain this in detail?
Teacher A: Yes, entropy is same as the
degree of disorder. And, the reason why I
think that the larger the volume in container
is, the bigger the entropy is derived from the
fact that if the two gases were mixed,
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Table 4
Results from the diagnostic questionnaire question 2

Type Discription Response
(N=34)

Ss : Sound understanding Correct responses that explain entropy change with
introducing microstate 2

Pg : Partial understanding
introducing Gibbs free energy 

Especially, reponses that explain the answer with introducing
the Gibbs free energy, ΔG=ΔH-TΔS or ΔS=ΔHfreezing/Tfreezing

4

Pd : Partial understanding
using the term ‘disorder’

Especially, responses that explain the answer with the term
of ‘disorder’ 9

Pt : Partial understanding 
relating to the tested idea

Responses that show only one / more than one of major
aspects of the validated chemical ideas relating to the tested
idea

10

M : Wrong answer and
Misconceptions 

No understanding of the specific chemical ideas tested in the
question 6

B : No response

The key idea of question 2 : Entropy is the measure of the number of ways that energy can be shared among
particles. 

Blank or No response 3



molecules in gases became more
disordered, and if the volume in container
became larger, the molecules limited in
either side of the container could move more
freely, and it means the increase of the
degree of disorder in system.

Although pre-service chemistry teachers knew
that when cork was opened, each gas would be
mixed spontaneously, it was just an empirical
understanding, and even though they already
learned microstate and the numerical formula,
few pre-service chemistry teachers could answer
this question with those knowledge. Following is
the example from the interview.

Researcher: Why do you think that the
reaction of mixing two gases is
spontaneous?
Teacher C: Empirically, I knew that the
reaction of mixing two gases is spontaneous. 
I just memorized the numerical formula ‘ΔG=
ΔH-TΔS’, and when the reaction was
spontaneous, ΔG<0.

3) The diagnostic questionnaire question 3 :
Spontaneous Change
Table 5 shows the results from the diagnostic

questionnaire question 3. Only 2 pre-service
chemistry teachers explained given phenomenon
with the idea that during a spontaneous change,

the entropy of the universe increases (Ss).
Among 3 diagnostic questionnaire questions, the
largest number of pre-service chemistry
teachers could not answer question 3 correctly,
and revealed their misconceptions of entropy.
We found that pre-service chemistry teachers
focused on the reaction that liquid became solid,
and tried to explain the entropy change in
system with the concept that entropy is the
degree of disorder. Also, pre-service chemistry
teachers who were classified as ‘P’or partial
understanding still got confused between the
entropy change in total system and the entropy
change in reaction. Following is the example
from the interview.   

Researcher: In terms of the heat exchange, if
liquid became gas, what can we call this in
chemical thermodynamic terminology?
Teacher B: It’s an endothermic reaction.
Researcher: So, in question 3, which
reaction happens when liquid became solid?
Teacher B: It’s an exothermic reaction.
Energy in reaction increases the temperature
in system. However, when liquid became
solid, entropy decreased. So, we couldn’t
know the total change of entropy in system. 

Most pre-service chemistry teachers who were
classified ‘M’or misconceptions answered that
as the liquid in disorder became the solid, the
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Table 5
Results from the diagnostic questionnaire question 3

Type Discription Response
(N=34)

Ss : Sound understanding Correct responses that explain entropy change with
introducing microstate 2

Pt : Partial understanding 
relating to the tested idea

Responses that show only one / more than one of major
aspects of the validated chemical ideas relating to the tested
idea

7

M : Wrong answer and
Misconceptions 

No understanding of the specific chemical ideas tested in the
question 21

B : No response

The key idea in question 3 : During a spontaneous change, the entropy of the universe increases. 

Blank or No response 3
NON Uncodeable 1



degree of disorder decreased, so entropy also
decreased (M). Following is the example from the
interview. 

Researcher: In question 3, there was the
spontaneous reaction. How could you
explain the increase of entropy in total
system? 
Teacher A: Because the reaction was
spontaneous, entropy increases.
Researcher: By the way, why did you
answer that entropy decreases.
Teacher A: As liquid became solid,
molecules which moved freely whin the
container could not move like when they
were in liquid. 
Researcher: Therefore, your two thoughts
are inconsistent. How do you think about it?
Teacher A: You are right. It’s so confusing.

As stated in the interview, even though pre-
service chemistry teacher A had an idea that
entropy is the degree of disorder, when
interviewers indicated ‘the spontaneous
reaction’, pre-service chemistry teacher A could
correctly answered that entropy in total system
increased.  

3. Interview

After we explained entropy change in all
diagnostic questions with the concept of
microstate, we asked 3 pre-service chemistry
teachers about the effects of defining entropy
with the concept of microstate for solving
diagnostic questions.

Teacher A: Still, I am not sure whether I
understand entropy correctly. But, it is easier
for me to understand entropy. The merit of
that explanation is that all three questions in
diagnostic test are solved by just one same
definition. Although I had some difficulties in
fully understanding entropy when I first
related entropy with the microstate concept,
eventually, introducing microstate for

understanding of entropy made problem
solving quite clear. 
Teacher B: I can partly understand the
entropy. Indeed, I still have difficulties in
understanding the concept of microstate
itself. Especially, the dispersion of energy is
not clear to me.
Researcher: So then, can you understand
the relation between the number of
arrangements of molecules and entropy?
Teacher B: Yes, I can understand it and it
has become easier to me. If the number of
arrangements of molecules is getting bigger,
entropy increases in system. And, I can
guess that results within the numerical
formula.
Teacher C: Compared to other explanation
of entropy, introducing entropy with the
concept of microstate is more clear. But, I
am still confused between the dispersion of
molecules and entropy. 
Researcher: Then, how about this? As
molecules dispersed, or the number of
arrangements of molecules increased, the
number of energy dispersion increased. Can
you understand this? 
Teacher C: That explanation is helpful for me
to understand what dispersion is. But, in my
opinion, for students who don’t have the
basic concept of microstate, it would be
difficult to understand.

Pre-service chemistry teacher A and B who
were considered to have the basic knowledge of
microstate to some degree could understand
entropy with the concept of microstate and
accept the researcher’s explanation for
diagnostic questions. Once they learned that any
process that increases the number of microstates
increases the entropy of the system, they began
to interpret phenomena in diagnostic questions
without the term of disorder. Through this
interpretation, pre-service chemistry teacher A
and B could understand the given phenomena
more clearly. These results corresponded to the
suggestion from pre-service chemistry teacher C
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that pre-service chemistry teachers should have
the knowledge of microstate for understanding
of entropy more easily and correctly. 
Through the interview, although pre-service

chemistry teachers could understand the
explanation defining entropy with the changes in
the number of arrangements of molecules, there
was the gap of understanding of entropy among
pre-service chemistry teachers according to
their advanced knowledge of microstate.  

Ⅳ. Conclusion and Suggestion

This study explored the pre-service chemistry
teacher’s understanding on entropy. For this
purpose, a total of 36 pre-service chemistry
teachers who majored chemistry education in an
university located in Seoul, Korea were sampled.
To investigate their conceptions about entropy
more precisely, we conducted preliminary
survey, diagnostic test and finally in-depth
interview. The conclusions of this research are
as follows.    
Firstly, in the preliminary survey, pre-service

chemistry teachers strongly recognized entropy
as the degree of disorder. Compared with the
definition that entropy is the dispersion of
energy or the number of microstates in the
system, which was largely adopted to general
chemistry textbooks, the definition that entropy
is the degree of disorder was entrenched in the
pre-service chemistry teachers. Only 4 pre-
service chemistry teachers could relate entropy
with the concept of microstate, while the
majority of pre-service chemistry teachers
couldn’t answer the question correctly or put the
blank.
Secondly, the diagnostic test showed that pre-

service chemistry teachers were mostly confused
about the characteristic of entropy that during a
spontaneous change, the entropy of the universe
increases. About the quality of entropy that any
process that increases the number of particles in
the system increases the number of microstates
and therefore increases the entropy of the

system, some pre-service chemistry teachers
explained that characteristic of entropy with the
relation to the colligative effects. On the other
hand, about the definition that entropy is the
measure of the number of ways that energy can
be shared among particles, we found that pre-
service chemistry teachers were confused
between the number of microstates arranged
within the energy level and the number of
arrangements of molecules within the container.
This is because pre-service chemistry teachers
couldn’t understand the concept of microstate
precisely.  
Thirdly, within in-depth interview which was

conducted to 3 pre-chemistry teachers, after we
explained entropy change in all diagnostic test
questions with the concept of microstate, pre-
service chemistry teachers revealed a better
understanding about entropy, and suggested
that introducing entropy with the concept of
microstate had great effects to students.
Considering that interview time was not very
long, introducing entropy with microstate proved
an immediate effect to pre-service chemistry
teachers. But as the number of interviewees in
our research was not sufficient, following
research should be conducted for verifying the
results of our study. 
Of all the concepts explored in general

chemistry courses, entropy is arguably one of
the most challenging, and very difficult to
explain by a one-sentence definition. Like the
results of previous research on entropy
misconceptions (Cochran & Heron, 2006; Sȯ̇zbilir
& Bennett, 2007), the results of this study
indicate that pre-service chemistry teachers had
a vast range of misconceptions on entropy.
Styler (2000) indicated that the concept that
entropy measures the disorder of a system has a
three failing: First, it is vague. Second, it uses
an emotionally charged word. Thirdly, the most
important failing is that the analogy between
entropy and disorder invites us to think about a
single configuration rather than a class of
configurations. We also found that many pre-
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service chemistry teachers had a tendency to
explain natural phenomenon related to entropy
change with the degree of disorder. These results
could be more serious in regarding to the fact
that these misconceptions were directly delivered
to high school students. Therefore, instructors
should pay attention to students’misconceptions
on entropy before and after class, and improve
previous teaching strategies in consideration of
those misconceptions. Sȯ̇zbilir & Bennett (2007)
recommended a classroom discussion, short-
answer questions, in-class writings for students
to become aware of their own misconceptions on
entropy. Also, the development of appropriate
teaching methods of entropy should be studied,
reviewed and applied to real classroom.    
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Appendix A. 예비 검사지

1. 다음은‘엔트로피’의특성에대한진술입니다. 각문항의진술이옳다고생각하면O, 틀리다고생각하면X에체
크하여주십시오.

(1)  엔트로피는계가얼마나무질서한지나타내는척도이다. ( O / X )
(2)  우주의엔트로피총량은변하지않는다. ( O / X )
(3)  운동에너지가증가하면엔트로피가증가한다. ( O / X )
(4)  계의에너지가증가하면계의무질서도가증가한다. ( O / X )
(5)  분자량이작은기체가분자량이큰기체에비해엔트로피가크다. ( O / X )

2. (1) 다음중엔트로피의정의를가장잘설명한것이라고생각하는순서대로나열하시오.
(                         ,                         ,                         )

(2) 위대답에대한자신감수준을고르시오.

자신없다.                                                                                                                         자신있다.

1                               2                               3                               4                               5

3. 다음은엔트로피와관련된특정화학개념에대한설명입니다. 다음설명들이공통적으로나타내는화학개념은
무엇입니까? (                    )                

수고하셨습니다.

안녕하십니까? 
여러분들의과학에대한개념을바탕으로새로운교육방안모색의기초자료로활용하고자합니다. 설문의결
과는본연구의목적으로만사용됩니다.

OO대학교화학교육과

ㄱ. 정성적으로부분을이루거나집중화된에너지가더넓은공간으로이동하는에너지퍼짐(dispersion)의정도.
ㄴ. 특정에너지에서분자들의가능한배열수. 
ㄷ. 무질서의정도: 낮은엔트로피는무질서정도가작으며높은엔트로피는더큰무질서도를가진다.

계(system) 안에있는분자에허용된미시적역학상태
계의특정상태에서계안에있는분자들이차지할수있는위치와운동량의가능한조합
계안에위치한각각의분자가가질수있는가능한에너지의조합
시료내원자나분자들이같은총에너지를가지면서취할수있는배열방법의수

소속:
학년:
이름:
선수과목이수여부

1) 일반화학을이수하셨습니까? (예/아니요)
2) 물리화학1을이수하셨습니까? (예/아니요)
3) 물리화학2를이수하셨습니까? (예/아니요)
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Appendix B. 심화 검사지(Sȯ̇zbilir & Bennett, 2007)

1. 바닷물

바닷물은다른종류의용해된미네랄을함유하고있다. 그렇기때문에순수한물에비해더낮은온도의어는점을가
진다. 바닷물과순수한물이얼때방출되는에너지는같다. 위의두그림은바닷물과순수한물의엔트로피차이를
보여준다.

위의두그림중바닷물의엔트로피차이를나타내는그림을결정하고그이유를가능한자세히설명하시오.

2. 기체의혼합

탭으로각각이연결되어있는같은부피의용기에담긴질소와아르곤, 두기체를상상해라. 두기체의최초의압력
은P이다. 탭을열고두기체가일정한온도에서섞이게한다. 섞은후에, 기체들의엔트로피는증가하고두기체의
최종압력은P로일정하 다. 이정보를이용하여: 기체들이섞일때엔트로피가증가하는이유를가능한한자세히
설명하시오.
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3. 자발적인변화

뜨겁게포화된티오황산나트륨을천천히냉각시킨다. 만약티오황산나트륨포화용액을깨끗하고녹이끼지않게
주의를기울인다면, 다양한정도의과냉각(super cooling)이 가능할것이다. 그리고나서용액을항온플라스크에
봉시킨다. 그후그림에서보이는틈으로금속염(seeding crystal)을넣자마자명백히조직화됨을보이는결정구

조가자발적으로생성되었다.  
금속이형성될때시스템전체의엔트로피변화는어떠할것이라고생각하는가? 자세히설명하시오.

수고하셨습니다.


